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MURRAY
We woke up tho morning. looked
A* anti saw the 9110W. and immediateiy we became less than
en th astrist:tic

38

Gulf Resources Terminates
Agreement--With—Local-FirM

Ivy Mathis Killed
By Falling Tree On

es For the ?ant two dans we haw
11_2 of three hudidlite. cat,
bursting into %nem in an their
pristine
the Mr with
wt
the- perfume, etc. etc.
the*

-1n-Law

There a nottling that will put a
stop to such thatlelMs ag a 1000d
snewfali.
This is Pebetiank.„et mune. gra
o4041irerate teem* Mason anything,

*ago, me

has many pinning
NMI atileorettf LflJLsi advertieing oompilleatai lbeet

"Whits tie POOIa beratiril televenni fee"
nearette commercials we wish it would /oak into
another aspect ot tv atis aimed not
orruptthe the ytuth but at derriondlang the Neut. In kr Matmetreiales, nothing pied MOM= fie
anyone Park the age ot disernies.
Life not will. doesn't begin lit
It end• at Z.
in Mese ado
• 'Watch the per
for • week Taimanres inearisbb'
have great. Plateting teeth. Adults
have dentures sent denture breath.
"Boys mit& hair greas
and
fork are rind Men don't'Awe
hen If they do. It is full

Vol. LXXX1X No.

Delay Announced In Construction
Of General Carbon And Graphite

seen & Heard

The fallowing mine from slr litthe
booklet fat adt ber The AdmillsIna Menem Mann nil* alebe-ates an the pretlaten of WWI*
afro

10* Per Copy

Vessiss Ordway k
t JO • typleal pose a• be goes about the business of keeping up with
the luallases so Murray State University. Ordway begin, his 38th year at Murray State.

Preston Ordway Likes To Ken Things Moving
At Murray State. Beginning His 38th Year
/

By IL J. Bartle

Ivy Mathis, 84, was kiMed Monday by a falling tree on the hum
of his son-in-law, Ray Smith of
Hardin Route One.
-Mr. Matins reportedly waned
Into the path of the, falling tree
Smith had lust finished :sawing
The eiderly man had watched
amid vent fir sane time and
04901Methilly anticipated the tree
wadi 11111 in a different direction,
it was reported.
Mr. Mathis. a retired farmer of
Hardin, Route One, was t member of Unity Prembyterian Church
where funeral services were held
at 1:30 pm today with Rev. L. E.
Mocre afildalliat Burial was in
Unity Munch Oetnetery
&swim insane two daughters,
Mrs. Ray ankh" and Mrs John
Blom :tit Hardin Ftoute One; two
sons. Ted litalhis at Detroit, Mich..
and dead Minh af Chicago, Ill;
a pinta ins. Ona Jelinski of
Hank% Sone One; two bench,
Olds Mans af Benton Ftoute
Tergielltid Roy Mathes of Detrnit:
11 mandnikken arid nine grout-

A new Murray industry received
a setbacit today when Gulf Resources dr Chemical elorporation
Made the announcement that it
to terminate any arrangement/3 it had with General
Climb= and 0.raph51e of Murray.
OW Resources had discussed a
garnase agreement of General
Carbon stock (airty per cent) with
an option to puenstee an additional 20 per cent. It Mao has
committed approximately $500.000
in General Carbon
No reason was given by Gulf
Paul lee
Resources president Robert H Allen hor ati• action by the Board
at Directors Previously Out( Re90111Cle6 had indicated great Interest in General Carbon and Gtaohne, even to the point of considering purotrase of stitty per cent
of the stock of die firm.
A General (Aaron official this
morning said that of course "this
torn of events win Net the construction of ths acippanY beat-.
however It by Mb atathe indicates
Paul Jeff Lee, assistant tire chief the -Mid of Gearing Garbon.
• The Ikea Funeral Home of of tile Murray Fire Department,
Gement raprhan and _Graphite
Benton was in charge of the ar- passed away "'Vegetal...at 6.45 p m. has on hand four and the-lielf
at
the
Murray-Calloway
County
angemente
Hospital He was 53 years of age
and hts death was due to a heart February Meeting
at. but he had been in poor
'
s
Men
'
s And Women
Of Executive Board
health for sometime.

Paul Lee Dies
Tuesday; Long
Time Fireman

million dollars borrowed by the
Econonac Development Aenociation
at a low interest rate. 'Ibis one
fact will enable General Carbon
to find another partner in this
venture. he saki
The official also pointed out
that Gulf Resources has drany
invented abott $600,000 in the Inn
mod would certainly be of great
help in fending anather partner for
Meerut Carbon in order to protect the equity it hoe II the cornparry.
The sikanion wee described as
"ncet had; but act
The oantamem wele tied lin developmerd nil zoom 96 one
ane more
delay In the maw ot the firm
Lai articled' indanted. this,
dismay at the deeekeposeet, however they said list -the paint is
he Brno dead'.
Wiliam Hervey of Cleneen Car-

• butanes exemaire and a retired died in 1940 His Mother tiled in
lieutenant engin He is bon. 1957
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Mama, Rio - The man Mut His Odder in the new aseitioi(Continued ap Page 3)
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when he
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(Conlinsed on Page 3)
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E
Blackburn,
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This is budget time for Murray
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to the snoop that trw Club has
In haancrous reading with ratings Fiebruer7 le. at seven pm.
people have naming headaches,
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Clegg Austin Wins
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Mr. Mailtbnip is consultant for though the rotten* of tobacco is
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has; Lawrence Anderson. amines son at Mr arid Mai. Max Parrish.
to the rank 4 Amin major
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To Police Today
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both
His wife. Janke, is with him at
11017e with hands and teet
The bandsmen are to meet April
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snow. then Own Mean mks for
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School Is Planned
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On Corn And Soybean
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contort shouki contact Mrs. Don and • PoMaraid 260 aliment were
rety ft is the owned flings In Judge William Dunn
Production On Friday
stain than the dormitory dazing
The seventh Wafter accident re- Kotler fir partioulora
stomp preen engine and some traThe executive board voted at tint period of tone.
port for the month nd February
Twerity-three persona were need
There WM be a corn mid soygic -eal life anise The one that
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ray State University, Priclay, FebIran in memory.
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ruary 9 The meeting win start at
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OMB month.
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fiend 1116/9 MOM -$450
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A nominating sommletee to winey-fil, lain Street, cookket top
W. J. Ware& driving while triAna have doutded their inorne
kg the trot clubthe snow and toe on nk new neatens
benne
ita.10110•12. Ofnereded to reddens
from the Piotluctibin of cern Prqwon stetted as follins: Mrs
thui draw& --ind tot the fear end
driving. Riled $1000 cogs $4 50
beans and men groin since 1963.
at the -len Chevrolet pinup two Jack Kennedy, oteirrian; Mrs.
B 0 Byers. driving while inby United Press International
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dear eld Mine east ni Highway Purdom °nand. Ms :Donald
Pair wen to mostly chute east
toxicated and no aperatora tiro
spoiceartan add However, if all
MINN Donna Janes •
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east any tionleht. High today 26
The feral seer of dart fired to- ed $26 06 mita $450, for a total of 17th in 1.ouise:1e when they will must to the on ten peroert anThe ptekup was driven by Joe hem this comendter en be made
harm on the M woo- Market will $13400
rehearse for 3 clews under the dir- Other 10.000.000 dogmas amid be
to 36. Low - tonight 16 to 26 MadW Frith, of Murray Route One. ee the spring emend meeting.
M W Okult rendeas obeying, er:tem of Dr Willearn Moody, rtr- added to the Punchese Area farm
be held on Friday. Fehr/are 16
Mos. Donald Tudor announced ly fele and cold Thursolay.
The ciellallan oocurred st 6:40
ertor of bands at the University trionme.
acroollew to an erinounrement by Lintel 51500 cysts $450
the
Kappa's open meeting on
this -mierition.
of Texas
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
ha, nemeerer at the
(Continued on Page I)
Hirernets
Same of the new practices that
March 5 at 7 30, at which time
LOUTSVTLLE, Ky. Ifs -- The
Arpril ,20th the An-State will be dinemind sre the use of
Western Dark Flied Totowa) MeerEd Frunk Jeffrey will be tete
Robert Preston
Atione4altarto
Bani, Keenteeki fineefLonigetrime nikarnism Mine W-Wisiiiid solo
DIMUT•11C45 Commissioner
apeaker. Moe Mx Oraneford an- the-day Kentucky' elleollier outHurt Will
be presentaci in concert for atal airaReat-siledhig of wheat.
II Ede eni sin will be held' an
nounced a rummage sale enamor- look, Thursday Ihnstillh Monday,
Balimeek the intimate of the To Speak To Kiwanis ed by the Horne Department on
Temperatureswill Overage 2 to
their parents and ?when at the Weed omen reenmandations will
the Murray nuatet on Monday, Give DAR Program
diming meeting at the Kentucky aim be a patt at the Meltrern publir with theme of the lneunince
Fekruary 12. and on the final elev.
F'ebruary 23 and at. Proceeds from 8 &wens bellow the normal highs
Met Max Hurt will present the phisalnei Annebeelon viten win it* ems warner at greeter tro- induttry is the main objective Of
Niemen I. kw next went
Dr Nilo Valliarvt, Binkerlet at this sale will benefit the Kentucky of 42 to 31 mid normal lows of 22
65'32
portanee with the minimum Ot- Rebert D Preeton, Sentuelkyls new MB U., nil talk to the Murray Annette Pounciadon.
The hart been arc If the heel- Program at the noon ernehern of also be meelting In Louisville.
Donna is a lunar at Murree her Program ses 121 the awe of Commileloner of Insurance.
Preopitation will Out les than
ed market aversersi in history for the Catitailin Wended Gory chapter
Klerianis Club at Ttrovidao night's
a tentih of an inch over the week"It Is my firm belief." mid meek, alt the Women's' Club
dark Med tername. Eille ski with Of the Denettere 4 the Arnerioan High Bentles her outstanding 15 - ecti-plarited corm cheninikle to
Lynn Grove PTA
in miser she Si an "A" sto- control wenn are a mune
end.
Preston. "that the initerents of die Souse an fresh Miter musene
only ribs* one tor cent going on Revolts/hoe to be held San/May,
February 141, at the Triangle Intr. dent and participatea in Spooh _Other elate on the program Sl- people of Ketibisci
are beet WMthe leen
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Nittiono
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itlatat sets 1:49 am.
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(('ontinued On Page Three)
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Itintroposed Lila t rates cludged
be

a matter of publ.c re-

TOO LATE
STOCKHOLM ,Irt, - Education

wad And that the state Insitrance Ntinister Olof Paline
said Stmclay
titain...sloner be guess the power America's
'Western allies made a
II disapproving the rates, "as well
ratstake by not criticizing U. S.

e

Civil Disorders Recommended

the

by United Press International
Today Ls Wednesday, Feb. 7, the
311th cIai• of 1966 with XIS to lot-

Twenty Years Ago Today

Quotes From TheNews

STEAK

A Bible Thought for Today
One day Is wIth the Lewd as a thousand
years, and a
thousand years as awe day. -11 Peter 3:8.
It is a happy thotiunt that, in heaven ft will
not be necessary for u-s ta be concerned with the
passible yeses.
-

--

-

Ten Years Ago Today
&di WetI•Taxan &ILA

,

Davenport, age 79, passed sarby at his home on
te Two yesterday morning from a stroke follow-

*abbess of more Masa three years.
'HIM* Patterson. eighth grade itodent of New Concord
Higi,110119•1, made the highestowe a* Ode mollpinathe history
e
sthen held at the Canalriar Crogety
House, ac-ut_
10 Leon Grogan. personnel director
county schools
trite supervised the exaMinatiOns. Leah Ca/dwell. dangtaer
of V. and Mrs. Cody Caldwell and a
student at Murray High
Sel/B0L ranked seeond.
H. A. Young of Matalin was judged to
have made the
greatest improvement on Ms woodland during
the past year
and wa-s awarded MS hi cash in Use 3457 Tom
Wallace Farm
1

said.
Other major recommendations
include laws to:
-Permit any pollee officer to
&Ivan a person on probable eager
far felonies and certain mistie•••
meaner&
-mints awe. sets rename
arises
-Provide a new arldeled consliirmy eagle aid 1411411,116 laws.
--Cease* allitallr ORM abuses
in the ball-handapthipillia.
The report
Ole enanded
dl
power of arrest m pailable came
followed a recent congreoltheal rule
allowing Maittineton
c
ricers to street perusals *do they
base reasoushie grounds to believe hare erenznftteed specific enumerated The sow tufa is theallow any
realsianar
sieve coincides with
a Michigan My
"This proposal serves notive that.
redeeme to any arrest will no
longer be tolerated." the report
said
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"The Last Safari"

THICK SLICED
- 2-Lb. Pkg. -

• 2-0z. Each

-

LI RBI .s

1.14111

CATSUP

quart

14-0z. Bottle

TOMATO

JUICE

19' 341

KELLY'S

1.6

Igi:TTY ('ROCKER

APPLE

and

THURS. - FRI. - SAT.

CAKE

SAUCE

Meatballs

MIX
White. Yellow, Des II Food

15.06_,catt

x 363 ('an

4i89c 235 389c
t

011

KRAFT PURE

ORANGE

FOLGER'S
INSTANT

JUICE

COFFEE

I

1.111on

FRESH RIPE

Tomatoes

•

REGULAR

stri,

01

Ca
be
Cs

RINSO

111 -Or. Jar

59c

441

$1.19

F

LOR ID %

SWEET POTATOES

Grapefruits

9'

of

5-Lb. Bag

19

lb

CELERY -2

49

e
,

2qr

•••

Open 24 Hours Daily - - Closed Sundays

FREE COFFEE and
DONUTS all DAY

* THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY *

BACON

STEAKS _-

SPAGHETTI

To Celebrate This Event
Wylie Is Giving

-

MINUTE

59'

Trenholm's Drive-In
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Is Wylie Trenholm's 3rd Anniversary

Lient, at Murray State CBIlege

MURRAY Drive•In Theatre
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*
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paper.
Nancy Adams of Fulton and Simms.* Orr
of Reek 1141.
8 C. will be featured In the 2461h
annual production ot
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donop1rdra to *the

get&

99t 1099c $1.09

0=10=0=O01=1

Forestry Award& competition. sponsored by a Louisville
news-
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part by its actions to offenses are carefully
defined. A
prove with its blood and treasure .that it
supports the free- person convicted of not would be
dom and liberty of the people of the
Republic of Korea."
lehtlect to unprLsonment from one
to five yeses and up to a 15.010
WASHINGTON - Sen. Stephen M. Young, D.-Ohio,
fine. sr Wel
'
ducing a bill to boost the ponera of a
"oreover.. the failure of anywatchdog agency charg- 'M
ed With preventing defense contracto
one present st the scene of a nee
rs from reaping excess to ammo
,at weer ofa paso
.
profits:
allow aged consitote print *Law
-When we are mesas. More than $33i million a
day on evidence of participaison In the
defense procurement, it to uncooacionabie
for this watchdog not by Ohba Waft.* the retort
agency to be shrinking."

Negro admitted to the waiver:at
of Athbenn
was expelled on

responsibility for seeing policy in
Car- - court,-or
th.o.
Vietnam a few e
de net peer,1"'"Phiran
iLLviãsiy
frotn
our
system
fit
or criminal- ed their disapproval
In ltr.- a -fa;
live moon Is between Its that
of the Amerijustice ''
can Vietnam policy." Jle said. "But quarter and fud phase.
a .10-stary bulging in MorthltenOthir proposals by tile comma- if they had protested in 1965 the
ery, A, burned alba X pontons
The morning Mac is Verna,
pan included a sta tewide repott- situation In Vietnam would have
ibe evenusg elms are Menem perished.
ing system of all offenses. arrests, been different."
A a'&044110 for the day: Charles
'Mors, thrum- mut "ether.
and -..se dispositions, and a stanlisiteith--.sed: -There are books
On this dew in history:
In Uhl. the _Arapolassi .4.4ca-bir of -whlidil5he backs and covers are
(lard' and ullining 'avr setlIng ndPROTEST WAR
nimuni requirements for employ.
faint
, Taytar had is world pre-. bybeet parte.'
SOESTERBERO, Holland '17'D men("a Pulkca nti"r*
mitre
*I the "Met" In Nov, York,
About 50 young men and women
In 1946, Gen. Daight D. LL.1011carrying Viet Cone flags and antiFAIR LAND
KENTUCKY FORESTS
American placards demonstrated hower resigned as Army Chief of
Sunday outside the U. S Air Faroe Staff and was succeeded ily Gen. The Wyandotte Indians rifled
Forests cover about 45 Per cent Rase. Officials said there were no riMe• antatly
Kentucky itahtantateh." or "Fidr
Of K•ntuclry's land area
incidents or arrests.
In lied, Anyherthe Lucy. first Land of Tonunorruw."
Olt

illaseeeraisaise•righs le remsrany Adisesg.
"Labsis to the Educe, er .„......7777_* DREW /764
New loitering ism egg* In the
PEILGEN
Public Yeas items thin* m our odium. aro
ast ler the best intend el 8.76a14".
"r"' KY- el/ - The wake of several Kenassey statutes
eir readers.
.
Id-member Kentucky Cita Cons
- being
declared
'
uneenelltialanal
mission Thursday issued a 36- during
ERI10/1111. litheellethrTATIVIE:
the last az months by a
WALLA= WITIfxR 00.1geg Mathpouit
son Ave, Memphik TULL; Tune & Uhl
aim mated sad asemInal U. & Deities
116IL, New York. N.Y. Otephseson
Court.
justice ifigkiigiKe padtage. inoludHMS, Delilla• Ma&
The new laws cangUlly delineate
ing eMillag-MInt covering riots ail east et:7nd%* Is
•
4issaittidd and re:
giatored at His Pom Office, Murray. Kentucky.
civil diadem
quires thee a pollee
emcee allow
for tranaromion as
bend Laiss Matter
its* comelotou. headed by Corn- a suspect
an opportunity to exmonwealb's Atty
M. R. Mike plain Isler'presence or
IBIBSCHLPTION RATES. By Carrie in Murray,
actions.
per week hc, per thatch Mills or Madisonville,
presented
ma& la Callaway oil adjourns asannes. par
to clov. Louie
B. bes
Tia
bood
eommtssion said aroses try
year, WIC LOMB 1 a 1. the
WOO. Elsewhere ULM Ail service subscriptio
smen were the MEM M
ns PLO*
Nunn.
those found in 1965 by a goveraor's
-ri. Oststantrillas ttric ire fat a Cosomunity a
The
saimace.
actin
what he
tim
called "a - striate , of urgency," in Tato P'orce on Criminal Justise.
Laievity et its Newspaper
-turn endorsed the proposals to the
gMb.
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1968 General Asseinly -without any
sigemficera reservations."
The palliate was the mitial went
prepared by the comansion. creLEDGEM a TIMES ILLS
ated last year by former Gov.
LNIIILD Mass LNYLKNATIoNAL
Edward T. Brea thl:t
_
Teachers at Murray High School expressed their appreciaWASHINGTON - Rep. Wilbur Mills, D.
Minn said he was sulanntIng
-Ark., chairman
tion to local representatives in the General Assembly for their
Of the House Ways and Means
the
legislation
"on
a
timpanist
°
tamunitioe, on tate need for
su:aport of the bill giving all teachers of the state a raise of
reduced government apenelang rather
than higher income bole
Bs ealltien to the 11614504tve more than $100.00 a year.
taxes.
In basketball Murray- Tralnine lost to Mayfield 52-41,
reseseethiletiosis. camdaisa ate"Mr/Algae yola spend more *van yeah ought to
~fa Ow*
Oasis Murray High best-Assalord 36-28. and Hazel beat Kirksey
you've got trouble. Balance of payments troottle
anti Da& sold Ilhe wrimp as sossa
t 60-33.
troubles-I don't set the answer to it in
the tax bill.
▪ tpasse rondos it Eialladars
Murray continued to enjoy warm Weather today as new
crimin* 1.16. by as • Casellie4
cold waves were moving aooat the country but seemed to
141111U3ORN, Mich. - Sermon K Knudsen, explaining
assendila
10th & Chestnut Streets
why
bypass this area.
BeT111111112011 as vice president of General
The franderlay
penalliat to
Murray, Kentucky
Motors to become
The college Red Cross unit provided a popular musical
riots sad MO demedirs ess reprallIdetnt of Ford Motor Co.:
newed by Xs fleataranad mid so- program for the patients at Outwaxi Veterans Hospital, Daw"I resigned from General Motors because
I felt the corpo- verai
U.S. CHOICE
suldsmid sinaps mem- ion Springs, accordina to Mrs. Herbert
ration had detaded orrthelf organizat
Hairiert, advisor to the
ion for a ninitintim Of manded.
_
zollege
unit.
four years."
,
Maundy, a person serilotod of
ries. Breath eir pease es "lawful
- 0===r0=0=2
PA.NMUNJOM, Korea - Gen. Charles H. Bones
1=1
-0
-asseeedy wag be Milland by a(10=1
teel
commander of United Nations forces ui Korea,
speaking out has el nth alert Mom 0111 and
against Booth Korean criticism of U.S. policy
net bmii Shea 6 Oa MOM then ,
us the Pueblo
50 days Ingenosimast. or bete.
incident.
Man Ms arepead Mame. Me
The United States has done its
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-

RESERVE

THE

RIGHT

TO

LIMIT

QUANTITIES

Prices In This .4d Good Through Tuesday, February 13th, 1969 Jar

THURSDAY FEB. 8th.

Baby Food

BISCUITS oats 8c
9c

AND

SPECIAL

Wm FONDA • mew SINATRA

THE WILDANGELS

1.41.A. POTATO - Trete Bad

—

ST. JOSLYN - 100 Tablets

ALL FLAVORS

ASPIRINS

mower PIITHECOOM

Milk Shakes

only

15c

4

49c CHIPS

49c

CRYSTAL - ter Dishes & Fine Fabrics

•

LIQUID - 22 ounces

ALSO-

1

14 Qte.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8th, ONLY
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WOODY

Trenholm's Drive-In
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IT WAS A...
(Continued From 'age 1)
frozen, were crazed with. terror.
Happy Start
Four Jesuit peests and 68 MullR
students from the Guadalajara
Science Institute set out far a
sunny picnic on the mountain
Sunday marling leryish laughter
rolled over the slopes and sanebody reargeeted they sortie the
rocky flanks of the lady.
"On a rake day you can do it
In your shin/dee yes." said a veteran climber
Soca) the nice day became elou ay and the clouds loosed their
mow Big flakes pelted hard and
in minutes it sacs a blizzard with
vistaitty gone
Half the group -made it dawn the
mounter/aide before the snow' be gan bet 29 were trapped. The
youngeht wee 13-year-old Javier

TIMX8

—

AlLititAt,

KISAITIJC11.1

PAGE THREE

bon sad tree morning that naturally the imlooiced for develop:nerd was received with regret,
but that he had ever: reason to
believe that the difficul ties would
be worked out. He pointed out
that the company had the EDA
lean of $4
minion and that
several new prospects were interested in Galati! Carbon.
The company has waited for
over two years in the atfort to
obtain proper backing for the firm
It was felt that the situation
was well in hand with the EDA
loan of $44 million and the backing of Golf Resources Cifitestils indicated that they did not known
sty Gulf Resources wished to
end the agreement. Gulf Resources and Ohesnioal Corporation has
been expanding rapidly in Ituult
months. The firm purchased Liteaunt Carrionellon of Ameripa in
June of hat year and just recentty tact War the Bunker RC Corparithion.

I
I
I

rank of second ketateniant, Mr. Warriors
Ordway was called to aoUve duty it "In foothill. I would pick Shin'
Starch 15, 1942. He served untU Kent
and Tiamian
McKenzie,'
leafs ANSA -1466 rearmed • with the Orally' relliellee. "Of calm., T.
(Continued From Fare 11
rank of lieutenant colonel. He aladd peg liun' Well was the
served in the European Theater in greateet. Iarra- had a chance to
Wrather Hall), Wells Hall.
Sohool, Ordway Hall . Wilscn the quartermaster di vision and see 'Bur
Hall, Library,, and the Auditrrium was awarded the bronze star medal
about the futvre of MurMr. Ordway and the fernier Eli- far meritorious set-vice
ray State University? He thinks
"The
most pleasant part of my the future every bright." Alisaboth Lovett at Benton were
nuereted Decernber 16, 1936. Ther Job at Murray." he says, "is to though he worries a hat because
son, John Preston, was horn Jan- help keep things moving in an he can't grant every nequett that
u ary 4, 1939 He has the bache- orderly fash!on." He does keep the students and faculty bring to
ior's degree and has recently corn- things moving , not only on the his clitee, he thinks the major'
p.etoi his master's deg:ce in bus- campus but. in civic affairs.
goals and (blear/es of the urn iness at the University of KenHe Is a member of the Murray veraty ire be reached.
tucky.
City Ceti:All and chairman of the
"We've got a strong academic
Mrs Ordway, fornierly heal of board of trustees of the Methodur pr:14narn. good staxients, sound adthe home economics decor'hien t, Church At various times he has mmistrative
leadership, and
a
is now s,ssistant pr.:lessor. She htui been a member of many truantza• wonderful community," he winsthe A. B. from the University of dons, including the Rotary Club,
Kentuaicy and the M. A. from Young Business Mona Club, and
And his face Welted uR as he
Ocilumbil University.
..the Thoroughbred Club.
concluded the interview: "And the
Alter graduating from Kuttaws
An ardent. sports enthusiast, he two big dams
. the Land BeH:gh School, Mr. Ordway attend- izIanngiy selects Joe Folks tween the Lakes. You know what
ed the University of Kentucky as the greatest variety basket ball I'm talking about"
where he received the B. S. cie- piper ever to attend
Murray
There really is no doubt about
gree in OCSurneere in 1930.
State, "I'm prejudiced," he ex - A
.
things "will keep moving"
Mur- paint. "You see. Joe was fray In an orderly "Ordway" fashion
"I hay served under all
ray's preeidetaa." he recede "They leuttawa, and I helped persuade In the busmes oft** at Murray
Mate University.
were Dr."Welk Er. Carr, Dr. Jam to enroll at Murray."
Joe Fullm , after *clarifying the
Richmond, Dr. W.currently, Cr. Sparta" Mr. On:Way sports world as a phenomenal colDEEP
become business inamager of the lmiate basketball per, set a
new
professional
rooter;
unii nay November 1, 1948.
while
Echo River in Mammoth Cave ti with
the Pedlphie MO feet underground.
Graduating from UK with the !staying

READ THE LEDGER'S RASSIFIEDS

ow.-

Blinded by snot, their hands
and feet frozen, Javier and his
friends clutched at outcroppings
of rook and wept in the vend.
they hiddied Losether in woe and threes.
"You °add hear wane of the
Gulf Re.sources had oonsolidated
guys crying fo'r their mothers judl
gross sales in 198'7 of $22,95.2.200.
before they died," one moci.
Twelve Succumb
Through the night the snow
whirled aid one by one 12 little
boys shivered and sag& into sleepy
death.
Others reached • a mountain shelter where there was a radio. They
sent an 43013 but helicopters could
rot penetrate the bile/lard and
centime were turned pact by a vaianchea.
Tuesday the skies centred and
rescuers reached the 17 gumtrees.
They described the bays as "crazy
w.t.h terror." Three lay in MT ICUs condition wadi frozen hands
and feet.
Little Javier wee one who made
A and he told now he clung to
and
the rock and. orted for rus mother,
ha father "and God and everybody eese
The shop is being re-modeled and will re-open
liebooptera found the 12 '
Thursday. Mx. King is no longer associated with
stiffened bodies and carried than
the shop.
to a brae camp where gabbing reHOURS* 8 to 5 - Sat. 8 to 6 - CLOSED MONDAY
latives waited.
By then the sun had melted
the snow ?sway and it was a
beautiful day, a fine clay for a
•
htke.

Pi... joined the department
de ar
In
Mel= 1966 and secs ecl as
the !UMay and qraperty
Oder
dhon and asisitant ceanmin' Re began :as State governinsert carver gi eroyember 1965 with
the Attorney General's office and
was tneerumentai in establishing
Vise Saute% Ooneurner Protection
Btreau.
Preston was born Oa. 2, 1929 in
Pelessall, Ky. He was educated
Peinteville and Lacher County
dilieliettery shook and graduated
tam riamire I now Fleming -Neon
erhota in 1941 Continuing
Ihis education at die Um venality of
Xilideidge, Preston received his
We degree in 1948
While attending U.K., Preston
Rated the Lexingtaa &glee of a
Lotaselle lev Rene Davis. Bode.
Weer sod Marcus He wee &MCI, bald edit the (inn fa four years.
from 1946 be 1948, when he joined
the Ohio Clisaialty Group Of Infiniti:We Members, Hamilton. Ohio,
where he remained until he began
EARLY EXPLORER
1143 State government mere*
Preston is a member of the
Until Dr Thomas Welker and
Johnson
Payette
and
County,
Kentucky end American Dar As-' • small band of surveyors entered
reationa He has been sithretted Kentucky in 150. it remained
target/ uncharted and unknown
te emote* before- the CS Sup,rune Court He is a past member
of several professiona.1 insurance
orgentestions indultrY
•
Preston is a Presbyterian arid a
asemberof FAA( Lodge 130,
°wends:en. He aim holds membership in the Knaghts Templar,
°veneerer°.
leanted In the former Jean
Keeler at Shdbyrille. the I:trams
have three children: Robert Jr.,
s 14. Julia 12, and Ternerthy R.. 8.
The tinnily lives at 266 Mantou,
Isidtaptan.

at

&

PRESTON ORDWAY...

DELAY...
aaittiened- Freer/Page, 1)

Preston said, is to invite representatives of the instuance industry
n and the general public to depart.
mental-sprisored work sera:ins to
revise completely all of the existing Department of insurance rev utations. Such session, are ',tanned for this year, Preston reported.
A goal Preaton has set for the
Insurance Department IS a canPlate steely of the State's existlag insurance oode With an aim
of reeling it. Recommendations
win be mode and rarbmitevi to the
1970 Omani Assembly for us oonaderailtin, Paxton add.
Charred by Mils taw to regu late the insurance business in
Rentaacky, Premien alded in a retail re-(npaiduition of the dePlitinent Width he says has help,at to eireamilthe Si operatione
lispoaalls. notable were (11 reducing the depirtment
ex div,
alone intim four new operating
* units to penult a more equibabie
datribuigion a duties and reasonsod 12) hiring .more pm*lbw Porteins including settleral end legal experte, Preston said.
ifeelthon wile emanated Insureds* Cannessioner by Gov Louie
B. Nan. He bad served as acting
enoe Nov. 14, 196'7,
elletieding S, Roy Woodall Jr. who

LibliErt

8,,‘;/11FE SAVER
!OR IT
YOU
41E'LL LOVE
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The Barber Shop formerly know as the
MURRAY BARBER SHOP,is now.

NOTICE +

Southside Barber Shop

Now you can give her 2 to 3
hours a week as a gift!
That's right, that's what she spends just
ironing your shirts! If she's a real speed
demon she can iron a shirt in 20 minutes
(30 minutes is nearer average) now figl,tre it
out for yciurself. ,

and is

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

To Whom It May Concern:

Owners and Operators are.
BILLY EARL BRANDON
BUD MYERS

Our special Custom Shirt Service will relieve her of that,tedious job—improve her
disposition, too!

CECIL E. ORTEN

•

WARNING! Don't tell your wife we finish
shirts better than she did (Even
though you may think so)! Actually, it's
just a case of our having specialized equipment to do thejob—equipment shit.couldn't
loossibly have.
your

Is No Longer Associated With The

Resolve today to commute part of the Wife's
and investigate our convenient shirt service!

Sentence! Call us

SOUTHSIDE
Barber Shop

TV Service Center
-

Boone Laundry
Cleaners

312 No. 4th Street
'
- 7

Southside Shopping Center - Murray, Ky.
666

Blain Street

FIVE CHARGED
('ontin tied From Page 1)
J W H rrts, pubee drunkenness,
fined $1500 eats $4.50.
• J S Pieta Jr driving whtle inreckless
to
texicated, amended
. and breech of peace. tIc00 oasts $4.50. fined $100.00
ti
outs $4 50, for a treat of $30e.00.
R W Bond, driving while Into reckless
toticaurrl. arnended
delving, ;and disregarding • stop
man. fined $10000 mats $4.50, fined $1000 carte $4 50, for • total
of $11000
4 0 0 Darnbro driving untie Inreckless
amended
to
t°Origami.
driving. fined $10000 (nes 14 50.
Herod Tharpe. (operating a mothout ark operator's
or v(tittle
hosanna, fined $1000 coots $450.
M A Weaver, public drunkenness, fined 11600 eats et 50,
Robertmon. meregarding
R. O.„..
atop sign ftned $10.00 octets $450.
A. 0 Vance, reckless driving, a.
mended to breach of poem, fined
$10.00 cats 114.60.
T E White, speeding. amended
to breach of peace. fined $10.00

for Greater Savings, Watch This Newspaper

•

Coming Soon.
The KING of VALUES!

costs $4.50
Steve B•rnett, permitting un licensed driver to drive Ms Car.
SSW $10.00 oasts $450
iLoasIlb Dimosh, delsing motor
ed an operator's 1kcoats $450
• Donna Oberion, breach of peace,
fined- $15.00 meta $450
State
Murray
Peery,
Robert

Your Savings!

s'''Vile

Ureversety. breach of Peaar. fired
$1500 orate $460.
W B Calling, operon1011a motoF
vehride without operator's Remise.
Stied 01500 mete $450
J P Scott. feckless driving, lined $1000 coots $450
A A Burrynski. reckless driving,
arm vided to breech of peace: fin ed $10.00 costs $4.50,
C. Gaut. speeding. fined

LOCATED

n

$15.00 cage $4.50.
• R Erimoniron, reweding, amended to breath of peace, fined
$10.00 costa $450

On Hwy. 641

IN

THE

NEW

South (So. 12th Street)

BEL

AIR
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Murray, Kentucky
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Miss Sheri James
Honored At Bridal
Luncheon Recently
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the second paid employee of
thpartment. He was assistant chie •
-TirtfirliufrurwIrtfeneft-lels-xer
Paul Jerry Les. is also with [la
6 Fire Depertsiont.
Survivors are his wife; Mrs.
Maloy Outland Lee. IN PoPM1
Street. Murray; parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Tonnif Lee of Morristown,
MO.;- :son, Paul Jerry bee and his
wtfe. Clara, and daughter, Angie
Lee, all of 812 North 19th Street,
Murray.
Also surviving are two sisters,
Mrs. Roy Bynum and Mrs. Leta
mon Bynum of Murtay Route
III Three: five brothers. Fred Let of
Murray Route Four, Harry and
lifoley Lee of Montagne, Ind.; Pete
tee of St. Louis, Mo., and Jun
Tralnrimng---Crte- Okla,- Funeral services will be held
Thursday at two p. in, at the
First Baptist Church with Dr
H. C. Ctules officiating.
Active pallbearers will be meltbers of the Murray Fire Depart,
• ment- --FlaYil Robertson, dfarenc;
Boren, Lyle Pridemore, Jatkie Cooper, Jerry Jones, Dormie New.
berry, Bill Cain, JakiBarnett. Roy
Lasalter, Jail** HaEntluckle, Nugl
McNutt, Paul Henry, Paul Von
Schgech. and Clayton Garland.
Honorary pallbearers will be Sill
Puligernal. ,,Xy -Holland, Dub RussIll, Janie. Rudy Allbritten,, Holmes
Ellis, Jack'Mote, Preaton Ordway.
Robert @Willi and Jimmy Oar-
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ALL
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STICK

NABISCO COOKIES
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'Girls bave yards of blond hair
fult of bog, and boys nuzzle It
WR(.., have gray tear, and then
husbands won't take them danc-

$2.89
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CANNED

A. M. ,
Funeral services for
Alexander of HuntevUle. AM., for- r
merry of Calk/arty Coutigy, were
held * the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home Chapel today at One
pm. we* Her. Lard W. Ammer
tieleavaing. Plaid was In the
Murray Cassiassy.. •
Ave pelliramrees were Bert Jody. Jr., Wade' I. Davis, Oalerilan
!Meth. Ir.. Rand Lehmm, Lazes& Holmes, and Rey Ina/. Hon• unary pillbeiress were Bryan
Piing% 'Thum Fred Ginn*,
E. W. Riley', Rum Waldrop, and
Ralph liblosonla
Alexander died Sunday at kits
home in Hunitsville He IS sur"
v.v"d by his wft the former Euva
9:akin*. Oral &raw *Pena Mrs.
Nall
Ck4s Dori and Mato W. a.
oc McKenxie, Tenn_ and Mrs.
Glen Inns of Nfureheial.
Funeral services were held In
P
ritintoolle nob morning at Was
o'cluk and were returnoi to Murray by the J. It Churetstll Funeral Home which had nage of
the luoal arrangements
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Stars Warned- Of
Lakers Drop Heartbreaker To Tigers Fall To Ski
Being Disqualified
Television Schedules
Jets 79-77: Rushing Hits 20 South 87-77; Alpine
clumRoor;sET
-r--.kt sew.,
ina_
h_
nit ge g

who :were told
•
Yensalay Might Ifity-libilltt
tatqualified
if
they allowed their
By GALE GARRISON
They were. behind by slit 4145
brand-marked
skis to be pholhalloway County dropped a reel at the end'
the hair, and they
tographed. today held thee one
ahasaker to North Marshall last were trailing by nine. at 61 to 52,
and only non-stop training sesWOK 79-7T. Thh has their se- going into the Anal eight minutes
By GALE GARRISON
sion on the hickey Chararouhe
Math loss of the yelp-, three have of play.
The Murray High Tigers were
men's downhill run.
come at the hands of Marshall
Soon after the start of the final handed a ten point defeat by
the
Ahnost 100 downhill racers from
County teams.
period Brooks cornected on a South Marshall Rebels, last
night 2$-nations will streak down
the
The halters grabbed the first jumper to take the Jet's biggest at
Tiger Gym, $17• to
course in the Olympic downhill
lead,
ai after a nip and tuck lead of the night, of eleven points.
Murray was trailing by six points.
dress rehearsal for the 2.890-meer were leading by six
The Lakers bestial to cut as-ay 20-14. at the end of
the find ter run. The downhill will be held
Xts, but the Jets took over at the ,Jet's lead, and with 5 22 stanza, and by 30 at the
I
end of Thursday.
early -hi the second stanza, and left to ,plisj were trailing by only the half,
56-26.
World giant slalom champion
new* trailed agaht.
two points, at 66-64.
The Tigers big quarter came in Guy Perillat of Prance will be the
Stan Key was fouled 14 seennds
The Jets led by from three to
the final eight minutes of play first to leap through the starting
law the tip off, and connected five points for the next four minwhen they outscored the Rebels gate at 6 a. in. (BEM, and hurtle
till" both shots. giving Callowah a utes. when Darrell Cleaver and
33 to 13, but, the margin of thirty down the cputse
h at speeds which
Rushing cut the lead back to two
IWO-Point lead.
points whx-h South held going into are expected to top 70 miles per
•
-harry Faith hit his One attempt pmts. on three free throws, two
the period was too great to over- hour. Switaeriand's Edmund Brumfrom the line, but Tony Jones by Cleaver and one by Rustling.
come.
man and Italy's Ivo Mahlknecht
cam* Ago* with a two-pointer to
Glen Davis was fouled with :54
South Marshall is now 15 and will follow.
_- mt. the wore at 4-1.
seconds left in the game. but missTop-raniced Jean-Claude Killy.
Two held goals and a free MIL ed his first shot of a one-plus, six for the season, the loss set
by North Marshall gave them • and Calaway took the rebound. Murray High's record at six wins The super-skier of Me French team.
was to race 14, a position which
two point margin. with 4:46 re- but walked with the ball. North and nine losses.
he drew Monday and which Is not
main:rig
the -quarter, but a bas- got the ball out, but Key tied
Allan Beane led the Tigers of considered ideal
ket by Mike Einstberger. and three- the ball tip and out jumped his
Murray High with 23 points, BobThe course
beist iddatied by
the next three minutes man, then went down .tod tied the by Rutledge added 18, and
Albert Soft mow as a raiMt of recent
. doubled North's acme for Callo- game at 77 all with 23 seconds on
Scott had 12.
stormsThe softness of the course
w*, as they led 12-4.
the clock.
The two teams played swap-out
Pour of South's starters reached is expected to openIsti the comJimmy Barrett was fouled, hit
for the rest of the stanza, and one of his two shots, and .the the double figure bracket, with petition since it will slow everythe haters Jed by the same sth- Lakers grabbed off the rehOurect, Jimmy Clapp leaduw the way with body down and give outsiders a
point-margin. at 18-12.
hen the only to lose it on a floor Mistake. 29, points Jemmy Vaugtui added chance to do better against the
favorites than they would 11 the
horn sounded.
Glen Davis hit anther free throw, 23 for the Rebels.
course was Icy.
Calloway got the tip-off. but before the horn -.sourided to set
Gary Hill aded tan points for
The first U. S. skier to race in
had their me shot blocked. and the sore at 79-7/1 the tuialorsarthe Rebels and 'Robert theke add- the non-stop training. which foltaken away. and Faith hit a field
ed the same amount.
departure of the
lows the order
goal cutting into the.leacL by two
actual downhill, will be 24-year old
Calloway had three players in
Points Calloway toot the ball abt
'Billy Kidd of Stowe. Vt, who races
but walked with the ball and double figures. lei by Man- Key
20 56 74-hl 12th. Kidd. who two years ago
Faith scored again. The takers with • 35 young. Charles Ruditog South Marshal
14 26 44-71 was ranked ai the top Misr al
lost the ball for the third straight !as next with 20 points, and Dar- Murray Kith
the world before a aeries of stritins on their trip down the hos. rell Cleaver added 12 points.
Swab Marshall Oth - Vaugtus dent& sidelined hen, is considered
North Marshall only had aro
and Isaith tied the game at Mail
players in double figures. but one I V. Hill 10, T Rudd 9. Clapp hi. the best U. S. hope for a Sling
with 7:11 left in the half.
medaL
had 33 and the other had 25. • Locke 10. McGregor 2, J. Rudd
Charlea Rushing regains' the Hairy Faith had the 33 and Joe Palmer 3.
lead' for Calloway with a ba.sket. Brooks had the 33.
•
Murray IlIgh (77) but Joe Brooks too the lead tack.
Williams
3.
Gish
Taylor
4,
6.
The haters next game is with
when he was fouled in the act of
Rutledge 18. Hudspeth 7. Beane
shooting. and con% erted a three- Sedalia, this Friday nicht, at home
They then pby Sharay High at 25. Scott 1.2.
point-thie.
the Murray State Untverany Itym
Calloway was forced to play cm Saturday night.
'T. Cleaver 12. nmshierger 4. Iamb
hatch-up ball the rest of the game.
9. Rushing 20.
as they traded by as much as balloWay
ID 35 52-77
North Marshall i79) - Pulks 7
eleven points, at one point of the North Marshall
12 41 61 -79 Beth 5, Brooks 26. Faith 33. Har
game. •
Calaseriy (77) - Key 35. Jones =iron 7, Barrett L
-

-

:00
:11
:30
*41
:041

IT

peaffy Flemm U

.

Starts Quest
In Olympics

WEEK-END
SPECIALS
Thur. Fri. Sat.
SHOP DOWNTOWN MURRAY FRIDAYS 'TIL 8 P.M. - ONE GROUP LADIES KNIT SUITS
MEN'S SUITS
by PU RITA:NJ
Values_ to S70.00
V al..'es to $5500
Values to $39.99

$44.811
$311.88
1134.88

MEN'S SPORT COATS
to $4000
Values to $3500
lh-h':es to $2500

$21.11
$24.01
S19.811

Group of Men's Long Sleeve -

Val to 84

DRESS SHIRTS _ _ _ _ Sale '2
LADIES COATS
Ihlues to $45.00

'34.80

DRESSES

r

50% OFF

)9

SWEATERS
Reg. 10.99
50("
( Off
Ladies Hose, Reg. 59' _ 2/80*
Ladies Hose, Reg. 69' _ 3/80*
Tussy Wind & Weather Lotion
Sale 59e
Sale $1.110
Sale $2.06

- Keg $1 0 99

HUSH PUPPIES _ _ _ $7.33
LARGE SELECTION OF LADIES

SLEEPWEAR
ALL BY FAMOUS MAKER

"San-Susie"

GOWNS - ROBES - P.,1.5
Slight Ire.

_-------$1.11
$1.25

LARGE GROVP OF MEWS

Dress and Casual

SHOES- MEN'S PORTAGE -

Regular '14.99 - Sale '10.00
Regular '21.99 - Sale '14.66
Regular '27.99 - Sale '18.66

I

Sale '25.00
Sale '17.50
Sale '16.50
Sale '13.50
Sale '12.50
Sale '12.00
Sale '10.50

- Values to $32.99 -

'20.00

GROUP OF BOYS

,

_ __
___
___
_ __
___
___
___

LADIES

HUSH PUPPIES ____ $7.99

e

Reg.'49.99
Reg.'34.99
Reg. 92.99
Reg.'26:99
Reg.'24.99
Reg. '23.99
Reg. 120.99

h.tlus
e to $19.9,

(.rolip of I rid ifs% - Reg. SI

6-oz - Reg. $I 00
12-oz. - Beg. $200
24-oz. - Reg 94.00
HAND CREAM Reg.
II 1TH OIL Reg. $295

3-PC. SUITS • 2-P('. DRESSES

Values to:
'22.99
$20.99
'19.99
'17.99
*15.99
$12.99
$10.99
8.99

BEL Ks Of

Sale '11.50
Sale '10.50
Sale '10.00
Sale _ 9.00
.
Sale !.8.O0
Sale $ 6.50
Sale 5.50
Sale 4.50

Murray

By WILE IWORRII
UPI Sparta Weber
GRENOBLE. Prance GPI - Pert
Peggy Fleming, brimming
with
confidence as the United States'
best bet for a gold medal began
her quest today In the figure stator competition as the 10th WMhit Oheripic Games got underiray
earnest.
The compulsdhi. figures were
heduled far today and Thursday
• th the free skating Saturday
.ht The skaters' performances
-r judged on the combined toof both events.
The first gold medal to be deled was tn the 30-kilometer Male cross country Nordic ski race
h - h 00 compentans none if the
.4;) 30 reveled to be Arnericaaa
Top U S entrants hiclude John
Lufkln of lhanford Maine Maim
mom of Durango Colo_ Charles
Edible of Boston and Mike OMhigher of Kilbieton. Vt
Lam lhaikey
Other events scheduled for he.
del were two-man behead rogill
and five hockey games, with
L'ntted Staten seeking to reboals0
from Tuesday's 5-1 loss to Czechoslovakia reshot powerful awedan. The Asedes wan the sear
medal In the 1964 games and were
runners, last year to the Soviet
Union in the world chair-aplomb*"
Tetten VlintnIng. a 19-year-old librtiotnore It the Ureversith of
°redo, regards thabriele Seofpro.
19. of East Germany and Harm
Maskom, lit of Czehhosiovaitia fresher chief rivals Both were nmnersim to her in the world champtosmidges sh Vienna last year. 118110
Materna captured the liktropean
women's title in Sweden two wedne
ago
But*when asked who would inn
the gold medal Mise Fleming reviled: "Merge retain'She finished sixth In the 1904
Olymptch.• won by Shout)e DIVEstew of the
Nthherlanda
10es
Fleming recently added the U. fa
title tO her werld championship
before mining to Grenoble
Etalre Rebated Fevered
In
the
bobsled coMpetitton.
,rts.ws 'Pimiento Montt, nine-Unto
I world chartmlon. was the erred: meotal favorite to win his first
Oh:Trivet' gold medal The Romanians, thermans and Austrian*
• tnno rate high while the U S.
was rehire on its No h sled, piloted by Paul lamey of Manchester. N H. and braked by Bob
Huehher of Valley Strewn, N Y
Dose
Voknar of Minneapolis
scored the Yanks' only goal In
their Ions to the Meth It tied
the game at 1-1 at It 2iL of the
first period. but Jan Havel pot the
Czechs ahead at 2-01 of the second period and they hided andtheir goal in that session and two
the third against goalie Pat
Righ of Minneapolis In Tuesday's other hockey -action. Oanada
beat West heroism 6-1 and Russia downed Finland
A controversy over - ski, - trademarks WSA resolved Tuesday when
the International Olympic Corn.
mIltee arid the International NM
I Federation reached a compromise.

r. 0.

ohs

WLAC-TV

WSIK-TV

Cawassel•

ClImmetif

Climaal

Grow. aches
He and She

Wednesday Nit.
Movie

LI

10-00 New.
Roland Wolfe
Joey Bishop
Show

Ti

•

Thersdky, February 3, /NS

5111

,e0 hoses anti the
at
Birds

surly

:00
:15
:10
45
:00
.14
:10
:45
:OS
:11
30
:45

I 11

"
Today
Today. Weather
Today
Today
"
Today. News
Today
"
Srete lode
meet
Conasenstisa

• 16
"
Ala Dragnet IOU
•45
"
•00 The Than
'IC Marne !MOW

Dunde, and the
Colhane
•
Rig News
Weather Sports
Multi $ Movie

I Country Junction
with Eddie Hill

I Parrots Theatre
I
I Highway Patrol

Let's Make •
Deal
Ralph Emery

:SO Dateline Today
:14 Sports Westhee
:110 DanIel Boone
:41
"
"
:15
i*
110 boneide
"

•
•
The &amid Rmedre4 TOW'
Rat Petrol

8~0 Hillbillies

Match Game
I Secret Storm
News
The TIM[stones
I Password

1 The P• rim Movie

The Big Show
1
•

sir..thee I Peter Jinn hiss
I with the New.
Evening New*
:30 Hun tley-ibialt•
With Crorkit•
I Maverick
:46 ley Report
The Rtg Show
"
I
YINURIMAY-BWENTNG PROGRAMA

Wednesday, February 7, 1968
WEDNESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
Dateline 'today
Nevrakaat
I
••
Sports. Weather I NVeather, Sport/
I
"
The Vlrytn tan
Lost hi Spam
Custer
"
I•

:30
:45
:00 Kraft Mahal
:15
"
:50
"
:41 '
:tee
:11 TAP.
:30
:45
"
:30 to y• Mom
:15 W.ather Sports
,:10 The Tonight
:45 Show
:011
:15
•
:30 •
:45
•

a

•

ViShi-TV

:00
:15
430
:45
00
15
:30

Newebeat
I Wea t her : Sports
Cimarron Strip

News
Walther Sport*
The Twilight
Show
"
- •

"
"
Diatoms
I
"
I .r.t.
Bewitched

Thursday
Movie

Night

I That Girl
1 pastes Mee
I flood Compasy

•Is

•45
•011
-it
•se
•45
411
•I
:941
•ss

1
I

Weather : Starts
Million 11 Mortise

I
1
1
1
1
I

?Dothan with ,lens1
Roswell
111.04 mesa
Roland Wolfe
Joe? Mem.
gnu*

•

ft
I.

•
-

Lone Tolanil Rated
No. 1 For Third Week

I Rom the Clown

BY SANDY PRISCANT
UPI Sports Writer
WOWS, Weather
NEW YORK irrn - Undefeated
OP
Captain Kangaroo
Long Island University, surviving
another tight balloting battle with
Romper Room
persistent Evansville. today was
with Mien Nancy
ranked the No 1 team in email
Ilene Dimities
fiat A Show
college ba.sketball for the third
Show
straight week by the nation's coaTemptstion
•
ches.
Personality
Andy of Mayberry
In the season's 10th weekly ratHow's Your:15
Mother In TAW
ings by Uplted Press International's
:30 Hollywood
Melt Van DA*
Tamil", Game
35-rnembfr Board of Coaches, L/U
:45 Squares
Daytime Meow
retained Its hoary perch by col:00 Jeopardy
Love of Lit.
:15
troths" 36 first place votes &red
Pfirtm
'Talk log
:30 By flume
Sean* for Tbes
333/points.
Th. Donna Reed
:45
Guiding .3,iget
Show
*entuciry Wesleyan and Southwest
Missouri State remained
THURSDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
third and fourth respectivelY in
the ratings based on mines played
:00 Noon Show
World at Neon;
To. PugIttre
:15 with Jut
througti Teti 3. but after the ton
Singing Conran• •
1
:SO Barbara Moore
As Wort& Tam
•
four there were major changes in
:45 Bob Olsen
e
the rankings
Days of Our
Love .is • Many
I Tbe Newlywed
three
imisedonst Thins J (bame
Trinity Tex., Boomed from eigh:le The Doctors
Art Lhtkietter's
I Dream Girl '41
th to fifth. Nevada Southern held
41
Boone Party
I
New, onto sixth, but Southwestern
Louisiana and Ashland each nvhed
:40 Another World
I To tell Truth
Caporal
:16
up
two
places., to seventh and
Hospital
:50 You noel Say
Edg; of Night
Si."
Dark Madame
eighth respectively Pan American
:45
1
"
1
returned to the select circle by
OP

gZ
NI ;6°15

so

leaping three places to ninth and
Itilnote Mate entered the limelight for Me first time this year
by moving up one spot to 10th
LII7 raised its record to 14-0
fast west with an easy victory over
previously unbeaten Southampton
and a e7-64 triumph over tough
American
University
Rut the
Blackbirds still lost ground in the
ratings
Two weeks ago LITT had taken
first place from Eminwille by •
mere eight points and had stretched that margin to 92 In the
ninth weekly ratings But Evansville 16-2 which whipped Indiana
State and Valparaiso tn the Purple Aces' two outings hat met.
came back to capture two first
piece votes that had previously
ton to LIII and thereby cut the
Blackbirds' ratings lead by more
than half
Kentucky Wesleyan
12-3 still
trailed Evansville by a substantial
74 points despite winning its one
mine last week Southwest Missouri State, riding a 13-game winning streak after losing its first
two of the season. Is now only
14 points out of third place after
trailing Kentucky Wesleyan by
60 points a week ago.

Volkswagen
introduces
the automatic
stick shift.
After lo these many years our humble
little bug has gone automatic.
Gone is the crutch.
Gone is the wifely whine,"Ifs cute, but

can't drive ik_Goneisaner,o of Volkswagendom.Snift
Aniiin its place?
A Volkswagen you con drive all over
town wethout
Only on the highway do you shift.
Once (This is an economy move.Whick
after aft is still the name of the gamer
But you do hove a choice in the matter.
you con days it the easy way 'described
abovel. Or. you con start out in low. and
take it through the gears like a regular
stick sltift.
•
The outomatit stick Alit is on option,
you pay a little more.
But yOu do a

little less.

Carroll Volkswagen, Inc..
800 Chestnut

St.

Phone 753-8850

Murray, Kentucky
SWAIM
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Sykes 758-6600,

mutaire.g ADDITION
QCSICES REPORTED
MANILA elfe - Lantana° QuitMOSCOW 1.11 1--- An earthquake
WAileTED: Small DEEP-FR=2ER. Mtg. 37, today appealed to atieter- la Afgbanistan I registering 4 on
MN 763-3586 after 5 o'clock. TIPRC Ries fur help In supporting his the 12-point Meresli scale eas refamily, which grew to 13 with the corded In the Soviet Republic of
birth. Wednesday
Matthew, Tanidatan Monday.
of
Mark_ Wee
o.
-4141414,411111.-4146.;na,
and the' quadruplets, ported
Moildas in Rawalpindi.
'born with the aid of a midwife at Pakistan, with no loss of life or
the ccupie's rural home, were re- damage,
MURRAY, Ky, Tues . Feb. 6
1968 Murray
ported in satisfactory condition at
Livestock Auction.
LIKE NEW Case 430'
tractor with priced at a bargain.
a anemia Hospital. Quonlig had
Cattle weighed on'arrival.
quality.
FOR
SALE
vowing red hot rooks and thick
plow, culla% ator and disc. Phone A GOOD 2-bacon,
been supporting his wife and sevhouse with 2 ,TUCKER REALTY & Ins. Co.
Cattle Receipts: 39'7:
HELP WANTED
columns of ash-laden steam 3.000
753-2407 alter b p. in., or see at Woes near Lynn Grove
on Highway 502Maple Street, Murray, KenAEW AND USED filing cabinet",
Compared last wee,: Slaughter en children as a $1.50 day partfeet into the air, the Philippines
the 011ie 13rown farm.
1P4-(1 M. Situated on a beautiful wooded i„suety,
cows 26c higher. Bulls
office dedie Ana Unit's, adding
Phone 753-4a43, Donaid R.
steady. time bulldozer operator.
Volcanology Commission reported
Machines. All types of new lodes BRICE 110ME for sale 3-bed- lot, primed at just $8a00.
IMIWINNis.'TSENUINNINIORINNOMIL Slaughter calves and vealers steaTaal is 40 miles south of Manila
dy'. Feeders 25c hasher.
Will total: in your home or bud- room, • 1 la blebs. eereetang. air- BARGAIN HUNTERS! Just corn- TU°ker' Bobby Gr°gan
pkted a apachnu
on an Island. which has been evaVOLCANO ACTIVE
and wellpew_
FEMALE effi.D WAT4TtD
SLAUGHTER SlInelLS: Choice
nem Can Hales Lock LES013 and condition, panelled family room,
MANILA lee - Taal VOIC•130'b cuated since the erupticii Wednesned
3-bedroom
with
entry
Mai,
2
Choice 1540 lbs $35.26.
Motile Rome Perla, 753-5980. TFC µSilty room, z'atio, slur:16e slue
eruption intensified,diptly today, day.
AVON
CALLING - Excellent
COWS: Uttlity $16.76-1801; Optrange and garbage disposal. FHA bathrooms, family room and well
earnage
Territories
ONE HARD LAND busk hog, 2-row
now
available
arrangedkitchen.
luny
ter
carpetat
315.25-16.75;
financed. Call 753-6642.
Canner $13.50- t
Born ;Minter. Abnost new. Call
with all the feat:toes you are look-1 In Marred, Dexter, 'Scotts Grove.
15-50.
H-F-9-C
Vinson Tractoi Co. 7W-4,81/2. F-7-P
Mg for in a new home. A 2-car ga- Colowater. and Hazel Highway.
•
13t Lid: Utility to Good over 1200
Write Mrs. Evelyn L. Brown, Avon
1.0, king for an Oppertuinty?
GIRLS, CLOTH-MG,- size .18 mon- rage phis storage
,
lbs 1:11.00-22.35: Cutter and light
4°swer to Yesterday's Pulite
Mgr., Shady Grove Road Marion,
Cheek theuc. job advantages with
• earb. Rerns
_TWO
-onable. A NEAT and attractive 3-bedroom
BEAUTIFUL
weights 850-1000 he 319.00-20.56.
Peklngnese ths tbrough ,3 j
5
oirAirm
.
company
a
that
has
Ky.,
brick
definite
Phone
MOM.
Meadow
lane
7534439.
F-38-C
(=let puppies Call 753-7573 or
Subdivision.
CALVES: Choice 300-500 lbs $...n.ACROSS
plans and is saseady taking ac-----Ceramic bath, family area and
assklertes• Turner in Eeencinhal
00-24.25; Good $22.00-2325; Stand.4
0
1"
"
. *AF
_IWEINTY-ONE Jersey milk cows kitchen with
tion 01 a large expansion probuilt-in range. Con- WAN- TED: Mature lady to baby
laelt tec4
suodiviswil (Si Magnolia Lime.
ard 319.00-31.00; Choice Vealees
• Hole ,E
Some to freshen this month. Phone crete citiveway
gram.
4-lyric poem
and big beautatu
: sit occasionally wan very active
$36.00-4030;
AvriL
l i1C111
-P
Good
328.50-34.60;
488-2486 after 0(i) p• niHere is What Our Training
9-/Iele
year old, Phone 753-7546. F-8-P
F-9-C trees un a fenced in back lawn.
X-11.33Q 0017 un
.,
111978
41.t
7AmigrKiti
ld.81.n.44
-liader
;4001
Standard $24.00-28.50.
c"f"'
.12-sluansse
rrograca Offers You;
0.y.mat
o, er
A 3-BEDROOM frame Seth elec126
FEEDERS:
Clac.Sce
550-660
lb
steers
WELMARANER PUPS. A.K.C. GerWANTF.D: Baby sitter 3 to 5
134111ale on
alL .4
Fer
irEir8C
-Five
day
week.
tric
_350 GALLON Dart-Eoel bulk tank
heat, tering room and bath324.0043 30: Mixed Good end Cho/lien International Chtunpion
14-Angie-5auen
BEIM fl!JP. 44 A.a
agesaseg site, 6,00 rtaOni. A garage ideal for a sleall- p. tin. Tuesdays and Thursdays.
-Complete training in the
money
22 Sloe,
ce
$22
00-24
75:
• Outstandines Woemt d. permanent Please phone
Good
8.22.00-23.26;
Furnish own traraportation, 13104.
rtior
,ti,..
uto.trri.inse
credit profession--No Prior •ex244
3- ntes
IS-Puccanoer
p. ohp.e.c up shop or auto repair shop. and
ri IP,
A*
Pi A °
I e
1. UPA
Standard e111W0-2150; Choice 450shout. Henting, pet. sttow. watchWells Blvd. Phone 763-80015. F-9-C
Substance
17
:
perIence needed-Earn while you
3 acres of land. Located in a New
800
lb
Heifers
$20.50-23.90:
now -Bessidi=7084.
Mixed
r 1E7
ie.hpesenerit
Ji.
•••
ED
learn-Nc
selling involved conaunction
raw, 614 oggoi from Concord comnisrusy on paved road
and Choice
Good
I-OR RtN
$2150-22501
21-114ele el WW1.
- - I
- - 110 ACRE
Good starting salary plus bopawn and priced at $.5600.
'57 CIEEVROLEI 4-dour eardeinP, Murray with i• matt
Good 51500-21.75. Standard 1118.50224.st it stand
.st
leved
28-617417n
.
of
•
nus
-With
planned salary pro50 Man's name
red anal white. Cab 74-21V41. F-7-C
by Zeus
39 A state (abbr.)
25 Now. -4,
A NEW Colonial style, 3-becroom
30_00; Choice 330-460 lb steer calves
e.
NICE RoCilia lee college lwiya
29-Trap
gressive while in training.
51 - Shed sleep
40-Atternoon
27-Light rain
$25.80-26.50; Mixed Good and Chofitful building sites. 18 acres un- brick with a lornied ailing room,
30-former
pad!
52-Rest in Wales
'61 DODGE Lancer, IOWA*. Phone
Private antirenos, one Wink from
_111-1.nert
-Advance to managerial poRussian
ice
$23.00.26115;
fireplace
ru
nn
and
dtall
roa
,
ahld
e fla
built-in stereo. plus
W
ac
acres
ooded-ili
Good 12215-'W13.
ioloo
ce
th be
b:se-,
41 Teutonic derty
54 Cyprinoul fish
Campus. Call 753-5706 or 753-2556.
ST-Thongs added
7b3-3706.
sition within 2 or 3 years. .
F-8-P
rulers
Standard $21.00-20.50.
fair house,.2 tobacco barns, stook many other additional (sutures are
44 In music, high
55 Tier
34-Prepostoon
32 Exist
Feb.-14-C
-Outstanding employee bene46
Remainder
Compass point
56
In
this lovely home. lls acre lot.
33-Busity clump
35-isetere
BINIKKEI SAFE, sunple and feet barn and other outbuildings.
fits meakie company paid pen59-A continent
48 Arrow person
35-Are lent
S6-Land measure
Mgt DeBese tablets. Only Blf.'Efed- ISPIZT LEVEL, 3-bedroom in Whit- Located in New Providence com- ilVE ROOM HOUSE, has bath, man plan, health insurance
(abbr.)
49-Encouniered
with
°t
_ "
_ 37•Essiied Ma_
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• HE REGREW HAIR
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QUANTITIES • •

LIMIT

SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER

FRYERS
rizsr cur - U.S. CHOICE

TENDER SMOKED

BEEF or PORK

FRESH

SR

SLICED

PIGS

ECK

- CUT-UP -

SLICED

SMOKED

Hamburger 45 Sliced jowl 3
BOSTON BUTT

LARGE

PORK - 1st Cut

I

ARMOURS

2 12 oz

pkgs

BREAST
LEGS
THIGHS
BACKS
WINGS
Fresh
LIVERS

lb. 79*

Fresh
GIZZARDS

lb 390

BAR-B-Q

lb. 55e
lb. 39e
S5*
lb. lie
lb. 19e

ARMOUR'S SLIPED

ROAST 49" Bologna 39'ICHOPS 49' I Franks -8W BACON 69

COFFEE

45c

- FRESH -

LIVER - 29tb FEET - - 19' BONES - 19` STEAK-591 CHICKENS
FRESH GROUND

Shank Por.

lb

PORK

REELFOOT PURE - 4-Lb. Ctn.

WO

1
RIBS _ _ _it, $1.39'
BEEF_ __ ig $1.29 1
CHICKENS__ _b9fb

39c

LB. CAN

LARD

49'

4

$1.00

POTTED MEAT
KiiIvs - 151-os. cans
CHILI with Beans
-maw;
Kraft s

10 cans '1.00 I GRATED TUNA

to
lee

her

MILK Ii 29

4 cans '1.00

Triple Pak - 1 -lb. hag

e

3 cans '1.00

Spa

VELVEETA

59'

994
vismomminiommimmoname •

49c

SORGHUM

Del Monte - 20-oa. bottle

a
a
(3.1
P

nUel

1917
IA

994 •

15*
10

- No 303 can

3 bots. '1.00

PE CHES

loss
Jr

014 37111 - 4-1b. pail

POTATO CHIPS
CATSUP

BLACKEYES

3

DEL MONTE - No. 2V2 Cans

broh

• 3 cans 25'

Its
1948

Pr
Ken
473E11.7

•

•fir

, 3411

1.

FRESH

Blue Plate - Quart

Mayonnaise 49c

HEAD LETTUCE - - - - ea. 1W
GREEN

$1.29

CHOCOLATE

doz.590

Wen If baldness seems to "run ill the family
this Is oerttainly no
proof of the muse at your hair, DONUTS
loss
Meny conditions osni hinsr hair
loaa No matter which one is °age- APPLE or CHERRY
ing your bait loss, it yeti wait until you are did' Bald and your
4F
hair roots are deed yau are beyond help. lio. if you still have
hair on top of your head. and
wooki like to stop hair loss and
now is the
grow more hair
time to do something about it
LIBERTY COUPON
before It, too late
MK, OGNSCLYA1110,4
Just, take • few minutes of your
time on Friday. February 1. 1Ma
igo to the Holiday Inn Motel
. between 1 p.m and
In Mmuyav, Ky,
With this coupon and S1 00 or more purchaser from
8 30 pm and a* th• Dna Clerk •
to,? W Da'plere nnorn number
"There I, "noArionte or obligation
. . . all OrinsUielition* are private.
VOID AFTER FEBRUARY 13719fh8
not be embarramod In any
poi

doz.590

STRUDELS

ea.100

50 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 50

Solid

PEPPERS

OLEO

15

C
lb

ea.100

FRESH

CUCUMBERS

Mayfield - No. 303 can

CORN 2

ea.100

35c

FRESH

RADISHES

2 bags 150

KRAFT STRAWBERRY - 111-01. Jar
RED

Preserves 49c
LIBERTY

POTATOES

COUPON

LIBERTY

•

COFFEE

FOLC•EIUS or
MAX. HOUSE - --1C
-Lb
an.

39(4

With thk coupon and WOO or more additional purchase.

OUR DRUG RACK

Cigarettes Stid Tobacco

win

20
COUPON

11-1,1A
:

69*

*,

50 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 50
14ith this coupon and purchase of a
32-oz.

BATH CHIFFON __ _ _ 69'

Excluded)
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Kraft's - 2-lb. bow

•

•

r -

Hasse - 61-os. can

GLAZED

•

Eve

3.)J
Armour's - 33-ow. can

Miracle Whip qt

SKIMMED PET - Tali Cans

NEW IMPROVED WAY TO HELP STOP HAIR BROWNIES
LOSS AND HOW MORE HAIR

You will be Moen • written guarantee on a pro-rated basis - from
the beginning to the end
Naturally we could not rive you
such • guanintee If It didn't Wort
CART HELP
Male isalews boildnees be the tome
eg • great nta
of name et
Wilmer aad eiceche bah Ism
Ebb Bair Sperialhta radialla help
the
aim are slick %hid altar
redrIr-df gradoat hair lam
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